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China

Finland

x905

901

** #2L20-21 1946 (October 10) Manchukuo Surcharges,
two mint blocks of four, each with lower sheet margins and
full never hinged gum. One is 1y on 6f crimson rose and the
other is 5y on 12f deep orange. Upper right stamp in each
block with “zuo” printed more boldly, lower left stamp of each
block with incorrect character “ji” (Yang type AD16, 18a) and
“nian” printed more boldly. Catalogue values are for regular
stamps (no varieties) and no gum only.
..............................................................................Scott U$380

902
902

903

903

8 #15 1888 5c greenish yellow Imperial Dragon, Watermark Yin-Yang Symbol, used with blue and black cancels,
very fine and not often offered.
..............................................................................Scott U$140

x906

905

8 #5/10 1860-70 Group of Coat of Arms Issues, all used,
with a #5, two shades of #9 and a #10. All very fine with intact
perforations. Also comes with two faulty stamps for reference
as well as two post-contemporary labels.
..............................................................................Scott U$240

906

8 #6-10 1866-74 5p to 40p Coat of Arms, group of five different used denominations. The 5p has a pulled perf, the 10p
is creased and a few have stains to varying degrees and/or
short perfs, the 20p is sound.
..............................................................................Scott U$815

907

8 #8 1870 10p black on yellow Coat of Arms, used with light
cancel and intact perforations, bright colour and very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$350

France

8 #15 1888 5c greenish yellow Imperial Dragon, Watermark Yin-Yang Symbol, used with black cancel, with a few
short perfs, still very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$140

Cuba

904

94

** #239a 1910 1c Bartolomé Maso with Inverted Center,
mint never hinged, with negligible light toning spots on gum,
still fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$260

x908
908

** #1100, 2168 Group of Three Souvenir Sheets, with Scott
#2168, 1989 Philexfrance Souvenir Sheet on Fluorescent Paper, mint never hinged, very fine. Comes with an unused Philexfrance exhibition receipt. Also Scott #1100 1964 Philatec
souvenir sheet of 8 (a used sheet with show cancels and a
mint never hinged sheet). A nice lot.
..............................................................................Scott U$550

French Equatorial Africa

Italy

Detail Lot 909
909

E/P #C23MTCDP 1943 100f Airmail Trial Colour Die
Proofs, a set of eight different colours, each sunk-in on card
measuring 120 x 95 mm, very fine and rare.
.................................................................................... Est $750

912

Germany -- Berlin

** #14 (Sassone) 1945 1.25l green Destroyed Monuments
Special Delivery Overprinted C.L.N. / Ponte Chiasso in Red,
by the Committee of National Liberation, mint never hinged
and quite rare, with only 50 copies reported to have been issued. Accompanied by a 2016 Sergio Sismondo certificate.
..................................................................... Sassone €18,750

x913
913

** #331-341 1934 Centenary of Military Medal of Honour
Set, mint never hinged, with the high value having minor gum
dulling in a corner, still overall fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$385

x910
910

8 #9NB1-3, 9NB3a 1949 Offering Plate and Berlin Bear
Semi-Postal Set, with one souvenir sheet and one set of
singles, each cancelled onto two attractive and unaddressed
picture post cards, each cancelled in Berlin on DEC.10.1949
(for 9NB1-3) and APR.9.1951 (for 9NB3a). Very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,910

German Occupation Stamps
x914

x915

914

** #C42-C47 1933 3l to 20l Graf Zeppelin Air Mail Set,
mint never hinged, fresh with bright colours and fine to very
fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$330

915

** #C62-C65 1934 Soccer Championship Air Mail Set, mint
never hinged, with fresh colours and fine-very fine overall.
..............................................................................Scott U$332

x911
911

* Berlin #9N1, 9N3-9N20 1948 First Issue Set of Berlin

on Two Registered Covers, with both covers franked with a
complete set, missing the 6pf, but with an extra 2pf value.
Mailed Charlottenburg on OCT.10.1948 and OCT.19.1948
and both addressed to New York, with receivers on back.
Both covers are signed in pencil by expert Bloch, and very
fine. Catalogue value is for used stamps only.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,836

95

Italian Offices
916

Jordan

** Offices in Peking China #25 1918 4c on 10c claret Victor Emmanuel III Surcharge, a mint never hinged sheet of
100, with full selvedge at top and bottom (with inscriptions),
fresh and very fine. A rare sheet, especially in this remarkable
state of preservation.
.......................................................................... Scott U$3,000

Japan

x921
921

** #C26-C28 1964 150f to 1000f Birds Air Mail Set, mint
never hinged, rarely offered and very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$235

Libya
x917

918

917

** #283a/564a Group of Four Souvenir Sheets, all mint
never hinged, with Scott #s 283a, 385a, 457 and 564a (this
one comes with souvenir folder included).
..............................................................................Scott U$440

918

** #306a 1940 Daisetsuzan National Park Souvenir Sheet
of four, mint never hinged, small crease at bottom, still very
fine and comes with commemorative folder.
..............................................................................Scott U$325
x922
922

** #22b/25a 1921 Group of Four Inverted Centers, with
the 5c, 10c, 15c and 25c values, all mint never hinged, with
crackled gum and fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$500

Liechtenstein

919

** #311a 1940 Kirishima National Park Souvenir Sheet of
four, mint never hinged, very fine and comes with commemorative folder.
..............................................................................Scott U$325

x923
923

920

96

** #378a 1946 Postal System Anniversary Imperforate
Souvenir Sheet of four, mint never hinged, very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$150

** #116-129 1934-35 3rp to 2fr Pictorial Part Set, mint
never hinged, missing only the 5fr high value, fresh very fine
and attractive.
..............................................................................Scott U$415

Spain

x924
924

** #270-273 1953 10rp to 40rp Lord Baden Powell Set
with each of the four values in a complete sheet of 20, mint
never hinged, fresh and overall very fine. There is a very
small tear at the top of the high value (in selvedge only) still a
scarcely offered set in this format, and ideal for the Scouting
on stamps enthusiast.
..............................................................................Scott U$750

Mexico

925

928

Sweden

* #704 1934 1p brown lake and black Craftsman, mint
hinged, with fresh colour and very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$350

x929
929

Portuguese Colonies
926

** #654 1937 10p dark blue El Cid, Type I, a mint never
hinged upper marginal block of 18. There is a light crease
running down the right row, fine-very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,340

** Group of Mint Never Hinged Sets, including Cape Verde
#270-87 (a few low values have short perfs) and C1-C9, Mozambique #270-87 and C1-C9 (these 4 sets all 1938), and
Mozambique Company #175-193 (some triangles with creases in corners). Except as noted all fresh and very fine, never
hinged. Scott catalogue value is for hinged only.
.............................................................................. Scott U$173

8 #37, 50, 51 1877 1rd bister and blue Numeral Issue,
used with Stockholm 1877 dated cancel, with a light corner
crease, else very fine. Also includes a #50 with Stockholm
1890 cancel and a #51 with corner cancel, both very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$544

Switzerland

San Marino

927

** #490 1961 500l Europa Souvenir Sheet, mint never
hinged, very fine and fresh.
..............................................................................Scott U$225

930

8 #B80 1936 Pro Patria Block of Souvenir Sheets, with
four souvenir sheets of three, each neatly cancelled with two
Bern c.d.s. cancels, very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$875
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Tibet

931

932

933

(*) 1912-50 1/6t green First Issue, on Native Paper, an unused (no gum, as issued) full sheet of 12, quite fresh and
very fine for issue and accompanied by a 2011 Geoffrey Flack
certificate.
..............................................................................Scott U$480

8/(*) #3 Collection of ½t violet First Issue, with a mix of
mint and used, all sorted and identified by cliché number,
including #1 (x3), 2 (x2), 4, 6 (x2), 9 (x4), 10, 11 (a single
and a pair) and 12. Also includes a lovely copy of cliché 2 on
large cover piece (with Club Darjeeling backflap) tied by a blue
Lhasa cancel as well as an unused cliché #4 accompanied by
a 2011 Geoffrey Flack certificate. Scott catalogue value is for
cheapest shade or variety and is for 5x used copies and 14
unused.
..............................................................................Scott U$835

935

(*) #8 1914 8t carmine rose Lion, on Native Paper, an unused (no gum, as issued) lower left horizontal pair, very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$330

936

(*) #12 var 1933 2 Trangka Yellow Error of Colour, (instead
of scarlet), a sheet margin horizontal pair, unused and described by Waterfall as #197. Singles usually sell for $200
each, and a block of nine brought $1,350 (plus 10%) at an
1988 Alevizos auction. This is one of the rarest shades of the
1933 issue, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

937

(*) #14 Group of Two Unused 1/2tr Lion Full Sheets, both
with setting III, one is Replicate #2 (accompanied by a reproduction of the sheet with its cliché positions). This is the
scarcest value of this issue in sheet form.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1920 1/6t green First Issue, on Native Paper, Printed with
Shiny Enamel Paint, an unused (no gum, as issued) block of
nine, with wrinkles and creases, cut into at top left, fine. Also
comes with a very fine used single from the same printing but
in a different shade. Michel #1cy, €420.
..............................................................................Scott U$580

(*)/8 #2-6 Collection of Mint and Used First Issues, two
#2, two #3 singles and a block of four, eight #4, two #5 and
one #6. Each stamp is identified as per cliché number and
Scott number, and our catalogue value is for cheapest shade
or any other variety. A nice group which is all scanned online.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,010

98

934

x940
938

(*) #15 1950s 2/3 tr bright indigo Lion Imperforate, Setting IVd, complete unused sheet of 12, being an until recently
unrecorded sub-setting of this value. The cliché arrangement
is setting IV but is quite unlike any previously recorded subsettings. Printed in bright indigo on silky Chinese paper, it is
thought to be the last printing of this value and dates from the
late 1950s. During the middle 1950s there was no call for a
stamp of this value and it is believed that the stock of this
value ran out, thus necessitating another printing. In all likelihood these were printed in the late 1950s after the Tibetan
Post Office stopped carrying mail, but before it was officially
closed by the Chinese. It is believed that three values (1/2,
2/3 and 1tr) were printed in this period. A few sheets cancelled Lhasa Type IV are known, and even fewer unused ones.
Scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $200

940

8 #15, 17, 18 Group of Three Different Used Lion Full
Sheets, with a 2/3tr bright blue (W-137, setting IVb, with sub
setting cliché#9 at top left shifted), 2tr bright scarlet (W-192,
setting IIb, a late 1954 printing on silky Chinese paper) and
a scarce 4tr green (setting Id from 1945-47, the first printing
to show the “E” flaw on cliché #7). Each has Type VIII Lhasa
c.d.s. cancels and very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

x941

939

(*) #15 Group of Three Unused 2/3tr Lion Full Sheets, with
dark blue setting III replicate #5 (with 2000 Sergio Sismondo certificate), grey-blue setting IV (Waterfall #136, Bibbins
IVa.2, with 2009 Geoffrey Flack certificate) and dark blue setting II (Waterfall #130, with 2009 Geoffrey Flack certificate).
All very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

Note:
See Lots #1443-1458
for Tibet Postal History.

941

(*) #16, 16a Group of Five Unused 1tr Lion Full Sheets, with
a bluish red sheet (setting II, with 2009 Geoffrey Flack certificate), a deep orange vermilion sheet (Setting III, flat ink,
with 2009 Geoffrey Flack certificate), a vermilion sheet (setting IV), a scarce light brown orange sheet (setting IV Waterfall #165) and an orange vermilion sheet (setting III, always
blotchy printing, with interesting pre-printing crease). A nice
group, accompanied by enlarged photos showing different clichés and settings.
.................................................................................... Est $350

942

(*) #17 Group of Five Unused 2tr Lion Full Sheets, with
a deep rose red sheet (setting IIb, pin-perforated and accompanied by a 2005 Geoffrey Flack certificate) a scarlet
sheet(setting 1b, with 2005 Geoffrey Flack certificate), an orange sheet (setting IIa, with 2005 Geoffrey Flack certificate),
a red-orange sheet (setting Ib) and a dull red sheet (setting
IIb, circa 1955, Waterfall #194). A lovely group which includes
enlarged pictures showing the different settings and clichés.
.................................................................................... Est $350

99

Tibet continued

x946
x943
943

(*) #18 Group of Six Unused 4tr Lion Full Sheets, with a
grey-green sheet (setting II, with bottom right stamp larger
Scott #18 and 18a), a yellow-green sheet (setting II, with
bottom right stamp larger, on Chinese silky paper and with a
2005 Geoffrey Flack certificate), two sheets of setting Ie (with
slightly different papers and shades, both accompanied by
2008 and 2009 Geoffrey Flack certificates), a yellow-green
sheet (setting Id, or at least very similar to setting 1d but with
cliché 9 slightly bent to the left) plus another setting II sheet.
Accompanied by enlarged scans showing setting and cliché
positions.
.................................................................................... Est $400

944

** Locals 1974 Two Sets of Government in Exile Local Issues, the first set, featuring the Dalai Lama is in never hinged
corner plate blocks of four, and the second set features wild
animals in sheet margin singles. Also comes with a description of these plus a cover mailed from Lasa to Lhasa in 1971
franked with a pair of China (PRC) #1070 (small faults).
...................................................................................... Est $50

946

(*)/8 Telegraph 1952 Set of 5 Telegraph Stamps, all unused, with 2 copies of the ½ sang yellow and one copy each
of the other values. Also includes a used 1 snag value cancelled by a 7 line “serpiginious” (description used by R. Lowe)
parallel lines in violet. A rarely offered group and very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

x947
947

8/*/** Group of 1911 Chinese Offices in Tibet Issues,
with a used Scott #1 on piece, with Yatung cancel (Type C3),
very fine ($45), a mint hinged bottom gutter pair of Scott
#2, very fine ($55), a mint never hinged block of 6 of Scott
#4, with gutter strip at right, very fine ($165), a mint bottom
block of 6 of Scott #7, with five never hinged stamps, very fine
($420). Also includes a group of four useful genuine stamps
with forged overprints.
..............................................................................Scott U$685

948

(*)/8 Extensive Collection of Forgeries in Two Albums, with
a total of 74 items, mostly panes and large multiples but also
some singles. Accompanied by enlarged scans of the items to
help identify the differences between the real and the forged.
Includes many types including lithographic, crude, different
papers used, such as “glistening” or “native-like”, cliche differences (or lack of differences), perforated forgeries, and
much more. We have scanned 9 random pages to give an
idea. A great addition to any of the other Tibet lots offered
here.
.................................................................................Est $1,500

x945
945

100

(*) Officials 1945 Group of Official Stamps, all unused (no
gum, as issued) with Scott #O1 (very fine with four margins,
owner paid $450), O2 (lower right horizontal pair, with constant plate variety on right stamp Cliche #12 being that the
bottom hook in the left panel faces left rather than right),
O2 (block of 6 from left of sheet, being one half of complete
sheet), O3 (cut to frame, margin at bottom), O4 (cut to frame,
margin at bottom, owner paid $511), O5 (upper left corner
single, with lovely pre-printing crease). A rarely offered group,
unpriced in Scott.
.................................................................................... Est $300

949

8/*/* Collection of Forgeries in a Stockbook, with 48
different stamp items (includes singles, pairs and up to full
panes) plus another 9 covers, with many very well done forgeries plus other more crudely, with different papers, some
are perforated, inks, postmarks and a wide variety of other
interesting items. Many are identified by Type number, some
give year of production and some are priced at 1990 retail
prices. Everything has been scanned online, a great lot to accompany the others offered here.
.................................................................................... Est $500

950

& Tibet Literature Lot, with The Postal History of Tibet by

Waterfall (1965), The Postage Stamps and Postal History of
Tibet by Haverbeck (1952), Sikkim Tibet 1903-1908 Postal
History of Indian Campaigns by Virk (1989), Tibet First Series
1912 Plating Notebook by Bibbins / Flack (1992), Tibet Third
Series 1933-1960 Plating Study by Bibbins / Flack (1993).
Also a run of Postal Himal (Quarterly Journal of the Nepal
and Tibet Philatelic Study Circle) from #146 to 157 (2011
to 2014, missing #152) and last but not least, Bayonets to
Lhasa by Peter Fleming (Ian’s older brother).
.................................................................................... Est $100

954

955

954

8 #15 1855 10c green Washington Imperforate, Type III,
used with c.d.s. cancel, four large margins, very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$150

955

8 #35 1859 10c green Washington, Perforated 15½, Type
V, used with c.d.s. cancel, deep colour and large to very large
margins, very fine. Accompanied by a 1984 Philatelic Foundation certificate.
.................................................................................... Est $100

United States

951

952

951

8 #1 1847 5c red brown Franklin Imperforate, used with
c.d.s. cancel in blue, plus pen cancel, four clear margins,
touching frameline at left, fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$375

952

8 #9 1852 1c blue Franklin Imperforate, Type IV, used with
clean circular grid cancel, very large margins, showing parts
of three adjoining stamps, extremely fine. There is a pencil
notation on back identifying this as position 54R.
.................................................................................... Est $100

953

956

957

956

8 #68 1861 10c green Washington, Perforated 12, used
vertical pair, on piece and tied by a Cayahoga Falls, Ohio duplex. Fine-very fine, with a little toning on perfs at top.
...................................................................................... Est $50

957

8 #69 1861 12c black Washington, Perforated 12, used,
with large and well balanced margins, extremely fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

958

8 #72 1861 90c blue Washington, Perforated 12, used
with segmented cork cancel, reperforated at right, else fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$600

8 #9 1852 1c blue Franklin Imperforate, Type IV, a lovely
used horizontal pair, with c.d.s. cancels and bright colour.
Well balanced clear margins all around, showing parts of adjoining stamps at bottom, very fine. A very pretty pair.
.................................................................................... Est $100

101

United States continued

959

960

959

8 #78a 1862 24c grayish lilac Washington, Perforated 12,
used with fancy cork cancel, very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$425

960

8 #97 1867 12c black Washington, with “F” Grill, used
with four well balanced margins, very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$250

961

962

102

963

** #630 1926 2c International Philatelic Exhibition Souvenir Sheet, mint, lightly hinged only in the upper selvedge
(partly in the area without gum) and catalogued as never
hinged, very fine and fresh.
..............................................................................Scott U$600

964

** #C29 1941 20c bright green Air Mail, mint never hinged
and accompanied by a 2007 Philatelic Foundation certificate
grading it as “S 98” (their highest grade).
.............................................................................. Scott U$175

965

*/** #F1 1911 10c ultramarine Registry Plate Block, of
six, with printer’s imprint and “A 5726” inscriptions in bottom margin. Mint, two stamps at top are hinged, rest never
hinged. There is a small gum residue on the front of the bottom selvedge, still fine and scarce.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,800

(*) #264 1895 1c blue Franklin, Watermark Double Lined
USPS, an unused (no gum) lower right corner pair, with preprinting paper fold, bit of perf separation, fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

* #279B 1899 2c red Washington, Watermarked Double
Lined USPS, a mint hinged lower left corner block of four,
with large pre-printing paper fold, having been printed partly
on the back and re-folded for presentation.
.................................................................................... Est $250

Note:
All Scott Catalogue values are in US
Dollars. We have not converted into
equivalent Canadian dollar values.
Please bid accordingly.

966

8 #R100c 1863 $25 red Mortgage Revenue, Perforated
12, used with 1871 manuscript cancel, very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$250

967

8 #U33 1860 10c green Washington on Buff Paper, used
cut corner (with back of envelope) with Stockton Cal c.d.s.
cancel, very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$400

968

E/P Husband’s Calcined Magnesia Revenue Proof, Overprinted SPECIMEN in Red, block of four, with security punch
hole in each stamp, and with Husband’s signature also on
each stamp, very fine and scarce. Similar to issued #RS140.
.................................................................................... Est $100

US Confederate States
969

** #11 1863 10c blue Jefferson Davis, a mint plate block
of 109, with sheet selvedge at right and bottom, showing full
“No. 2 Archer & Daly, Bank Note Engravers, Richmond, Va.”,
suggesting a first printing. The block possesses full, handapplied gum and is never hinged, although there are several
creases, stains and other problems, many of which might be
repaired or restored. Catalogue value for 106 mint stamps
with gum is $1,696 (three were not counted). Also comes with
an assortment of worldwide stamps such as a page of 12 different NH Europa issues from 1960, a page of mint and used
South West Africa pairs, a group of 17 different used US Wine
revenues, as well as a chocolate box full of different countries
in glassines, mostly early material including early Japan, etc.
.................................................................................... Est $150

103

Canada’s Philatelic Centre

VINCENT GRAVES GREENE PHILATELIC RESEARCH FOUNDATION
www.greenefoundation.ca
LIBRARY
 Canada’s largest Philatelic Library
open to collectors
 Extensive BNA research material
 Hours: 10am-4pm Monday to Thursday;
One Saturday per month;
Fourth Wednesday each month: 10am-7pm
EXPERTIZATION

 Librarian on site for assistance

 Canada’s Premier Expertizing Service
for BNA stamps and Postal History

 See Website for latest news
PUBLICATIONS

 Greene Foundation certificates are the
accepted standard for BNA material

 The Foundation publishes scholarly books
on BNA stamp issues and Postal History

 Expertization certifies authenticity
for collectors and dealers

 Recent books have full colour illustrations

 Latest technology used

 See Website for a full listing and prices

 See Website for forms, fees
and instructions

 Order books directly from the Greene
Foundation or online through eBay

10 Summerhill Ave, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4T 1A8 – Phone: 416-921-2073 – Email: info@greenefoundation.ca

BNAPS BOOKS
Sparks Auctions is the distributor for BNAPS books. There are hundreds of
titles available on our website at:
https://sparks-auctions.com/bnapsbooks/

If you have any questions or are looking for a specific title,
please contact us at:
bnaps@sparks-auctions.com
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